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Kintyre Monitor Farm Meeting at Glenbarr Farms 

13
th

 January 2012 

Attendees; 20.   

1 Introduction 

At the inaugural meeting of the Kintyre Monitor Farm Duncan had identified a need to know more 

about the farms soil structure as a priority for the programme on Glenbarr Farms.  I particular he 

had described a problem in certain fields with both capping and panning.  The issues had been 

shared within the community group so a meeting on the subject was high on the priority list.   

To lead the discussions on the subject, soil specialist James Bretherton who runs a seeds, soils and 

fertilizer business near Preston was invited to join the group for the day. 

2 Presentation 

Before heading out to the farm fields James gave us a short presentation on the critical role the soil 

plays in everything we do on farm.  In particular he stressed that there are direct links between soil 

condition and a farm’s profitability. 

To stress the importance of a good healthy soil he highlighted the benefits it can deliver 

 

Good soil structure benefits Financial Improvements 

  

Improved crop nutrient uptake Efficient fertilizer usage 

Balanced crop mineral uptake Improved herd health 

Fewer weed issues Improved yields 

 

To understand the characteristics of a good soil and therefore know what to look for when out in the 

fields it is important to know its makeup.  An average soil in good condition is made up of roughly; 

• 45% mineral 

• 25% air 

• 25% water 

• 5% organic matter 

The water content raised a few comments after the extremely wet spell Kintyre had just endured 

but James explained that this was soil water held within its structure and not drainage water passing 

through it to the water table. 

Two key components are the air and the organic matter and the link between them.  James stressed 

the role that bacteria plays in soil health and the way that organic matter feeds this bacterial life.  

The majority of desirable bacteria in the soil which break down organic matter and hold soil particles 

together to give it structure are aerobic and need air to survive.  Many of the problems which we 

identify in soils such as capping or pans result in the soil becoming anaerobic leading to minerals 

becoming unavailable, poor drainage and declining productivity. 

 



3 Practical 

With a good introduction to what we were about to look at we headed out into the fields to dig up 

some of the real thing.  At the first stop; a grass ley down for eight or nine years, Duncan described 

the field as ready for a cereal rotation next year and possible having a slight drainage problem.  

James dug up a small square of soil and immediately offered it round for people to smell. There was 

a slight sour odour which indicated some anaerobic activity and on closer inspection the top few 

inches of the soil appeared sticky with some orange patches and a brownish tinge to the grass roots 

all indicating lack of air.  Digging down a little further revealed that once below the sticky layer the 

lower soil was actually quite dry.  The conclusion here was that there was a soil structure issue in the 

top four inches or so which meant that the soil was tight and sticky.  There were a reasonable 

number of worms present indicating that the organic matter levels were probably right and a pH of 

around 6 and good P and K indexes indicated that Duncan’s lime and fertilizer regime had these 

levels where they should be.  However the soil structure looked like it could be better. 

Several reasons for the soil structure were discussed.  One reason could have been the winter sheep 

grazing over several wet winters which may have caused compaction.  Another could be the fact that 

the field has received several applications of magnesium lime and, as James explained, magnesium 

can lead to sticky soils.  At this point before suggesting possible remedies the concept of full soil 

analyses was discussed.  A full soil analyses would pick up the calcium – magnesium balance and 

inform any further pH balancing applications.  Also the full analyses would quantify the total 

amounts of elemental P and K not just the available amounts which could highlight possible savings 

if this could be accessed through improved soil structure. 

If the field was to remain in grass then some kind of aeration was required.  This could be either 

mechanical in the form of an aerator or through a more natural means of direct drilling grass and 

clover species with deep roots which would not only break up the sticky soil but penetrate deeper to 

access minerals and nutrients currently unavailable. 

The next field was still in stubble after several years of spring barley and was in fact the field where 

Duncan had remedied a panning problem by subsoiling but was still unhappy with way the field 

capped after cultivations.  A spade full of soil again revealed more of a sour smell and the soil fell 

apart very easily and appeared to have very little in the way of bonding.  A little history of the field 

told us that it had been regularly deep ploughed between the crops of spring barley and had very 

little in the way of roots or soil bacteria active in it.  James thought that the soil here may have 

become “weak” and unstructured as a result of repeated cultivation. The conclusion here was that 

the field should be returned to grass by shallow ploughing and allowed several years in grass for the 

roots to aerate the soil and allow it to develop some structure.  A spade full of soil from the field 

margin outside the cultivation zone revealed a friable but bonded soil smelling sweetly of newly dug 

earth and full of worms, highlighting the change to the field soil brought about by years of 

cultivation. 

A soil sample was taken for analysis.  Reading the analysis and James’s comment sheet at the end of 

this report shows the conclusions arrived at in the field to be correct, demonstrating just how much 

you can learn about your soil with your eyes and your nose. 



4 Discussion and Conclusions 

Back in the hall after lunch the group mulled over the observations out in the field and looked for 

alternatives to the established Glenbarr routines.  Duncan explained the cost and time involved in 

deep ploughing fields and the expensive removal of rock that always followed these operations.  It 

was becoming obvious that if this was costly AND was not doing the soil any good then an 

alternative could improve profitability. 

As the discussion moved towards reduced and minimum tillage as a way to protect soil structure 

James described the Aitchison drill as an alternative for rejuvenating grassland and possibly direct 

drilling cereals. 

As the meeting drew to a close the group came to some conclusions for Glenbarr 

• A trial should be arranged to demonstrate the Aitchison drill 

• The cereal rotation on the heavier land should be shortened to reduce the number of years 

of continuous cultivation 

• Ploughing should be shallower 

• Some full spec soil analyses were commissioned to look at the possible need to rebalance 

the calcium and magnesium in some fields 

5 Next meeting 

A constant theme through the year’s meetings so far has been the productivity of the finishing 

cattle.  While discussing whether or not to build a new shed the issue of finishing cattle during a 

second winter inside has been questioned. It has become obvious that maximising the daily live 

weight gain during summer grazing could not only improve profits but also reduce costs in housing 

and feeding. 

To lead a meeting on the subject of maximising live weight gain at grass we have invited Michael 

Shannon to our next meeting on Wednesday the 29
th

 February.  Michael achieves impressive growth 

rates in his Angus cattle through some innovative grassland management at Thankerton Farm at 

Biggar where he markets his stock though an on farm butchery. Check out www.damndelicious.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 


